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Release Notes 

 
TrustVault LogiQ 
Version: 2.4-0 
Released: May 2013 
 

Thank you for using TrustSphere software.  This Release Notes document identifies features and 
functionality that have been added to this release. 

 

Compatibility & Pre-requisites  

This release is compatible with, or requires as a minimum, the following components: 

 None 

 

New Features 

 Configurable higher thresholds for free-mail domains before automatic whitelisting occurs 
 Enable ranking engine for shared whitelist matches 
 Disable shared whitelist matching for free-mail domains 
 Voice relationships support– check_number call added to query engine for E.164 numbers 
 Statistics for high availability mode –Synchronisation added between nodes 
 Time parameter added for message processing using log and postini connectors 
 Messaging Intelligence API for CRM or compliance system access 

 

Enhancements 

 Installer for LogiQ’s Perl provides streamlined install process 
 RabbitMQ replaced with a lighter-weight message queueing daemon 
 Whitelist expiry is now controlled by LogiQ housekeeper 
 Relationship counters now include monthly breakdown of messages 
 List management in the management console no longer pre-loads the lists 
 List management now shows more records per page dependent on window size 
 Allow Query API to run on two TCP ports 
 Allow more concurrent connections to the management API 
 All LogiQ housekeeping tasks aside from update moved from system cron 
 Allow a domain to span multiple domain-groups. 
 Allow GZIP encoding for downloads from the management API. 
 Whitelist statistics only include authenticated senders 

 

Removed Features 

 None 
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Resolved Issues 

 [LQ-440] - When Correspondence counts are manually set, cannot update exclusion list. 
 [LQ-453] - LogiQ prep install for CentOS 6.x/RHEL 6.x is now working 
 [LQ-480] - Domain aliases – Whitelist matches incrementing the incorrect counters. 
 [LQ-481] - LogiQ accepting incorrectly formatted local part special character " in 

Whitelist/Blacklist entries 
 [LQ-508] - Cancel button from General Settings pages does not always respond 
 [LQ-523] - When using Messaging intelligence API, wrong password gives expired session 

error 
 [LQ-530] - Newly added Domain Admin (added via Domain Management) is not being listed 

in the drop-down option 
 [LQ-535] - Management console password with "&" symbol will not work 
 [LQ-552] - LogiQ won't accept numeric domain whitelist entry 
 [LQ-558] - SPF Update fails to fallback to TCP mode when UDP entry truncated 
 [LQ-576] - Unbound installer error on CentOS v6.2 
 [LQ-596] - Query precedence lists are blank for auto created domain groups, in other threads 
 [LQ-600] - LogiQ status doesn't show MQ’s status 
 [LQ-615] - Issue with multiple recips on check_sender call not updating all records 
 [LQ-622] - Update Home stats to support domains split over domain groups 
 [LQ-623] - False positive stats not recording the domain correctly 
 [LQ-624] - Query.pm mechanism for delayed writes of stats/query.log permits data to be lost 

when multiple threads are used 
 [LQ-629] - Subversion in installer is conflicting on CentOS 5.5 - removed 
 [LQ-645] - Paginaton of lists doesn't work under certain circumstances 
 [LQ-653] - Backup procedure restarting ttservctl conflicting with long searches 

 

Known Issues 

 Whitelist statistics from LogiQ v2.3 can include non-authenticated senders 
 When a domain is split over multiple domain-groups, only the settings from the first domain-

group will be used. 
 
 


